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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to investigate a method of approximating a solution of the operator equation of Hammerstein 
type x + KF(x) = f by solutions of similar finite-dimensional problems which contain operators better than K and F. 
Conditions of convergence and convergence rate are given and an iteration method to solve the approximative quation 
is proposed and applied to a concrete xample. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X be a real Banach space and X* be its dual which are uniform convex. For the sake of 
simplicity the norms of X and X* will be denoted by II • II, We write (x*,x) instead of x*(x) for 
x* CX* and xEX.  Let F :X --~X* and K :X* ~ X be monotone, bounded (i.e., image of any 
bounded subset is bounded) and continuous operators, where K is linear. Norm of any operator Q 
from X into X* or in X will be denoted by II Oil°. 
Consider the equation 
x ÷ KF(x)= f ,  f EX. (1) 
Nonlinear integral equation in this form had been stated and investigated first by Hammerstein [17]. 
Then, a general theory has emerged and various existence and unique theorems have been proved 
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(see [3, 4, 6, 7, 10, 16, 21-23, 25, 27]), because this problem plays an important role in the theory 
of partial differential equations [14, 21], the theory of optimal control, mechanics and, in particular, 
in technical problems (see [26]). 
For finding a solution of (1) one can use Galerkin's method 
xn+KnFn(xn)=fn, xnEXn, (2) 
proposed in [6, 27], where K. = P.KP~, Fn = P~FP., f .  = P . f ,  P. is a linear projection from X 
onto its finite-dimensional subspace X. such that Xn CX.+I, P.x---~x as n ~ c~ for every x EX  and 
P~ is the dual of Pn with IlP.Ilo ~< c= constant, for all n. The convergence of Galerkin's method is 
guaranteed by uniformly monotone property of F (see [27]) or of K (see [13]). If both the operators 
K and F are not uniformly monotone we can apply Galerkin's method to the following approximate 
equation (see [22]): 
x+KF~(x)=f  (f---- O), (3) 
where F~ =F + flU, U is the standard ual mapping of X (see [27, p. 311]), i.e., 
I IU (x ) l l  2 = Ilxll 2 - -  <U(x),x), VxcX, 
and fl > 0 is a small 
[13] in Hilbert space 
x + K#F(x) = f ,  (4) 
where K~ = K + flV, V is the standard ual mapping of X* with some conditions on F. Eq. (4), 
as well as Eq. (3), for every fl > 0, has a unique solution x~ and the sequence {x~} converges to a 
solution of (1) as/~ ~ 0 ,  if (1) has a unique solution. From now on we suppose that Eq. (1) has a 
unique solution x0. If X ---- X* is a Hilbert space, then Fa, K~ are strongly monotone (consequently, 
uniformly monotone) because of U = V = I, the identical operator. Therefore, the solutions of (3) 
and (4) for f i xed / /> 0 can be approximated by Galerkin method. Moreover, these solutions depend 
continuously on the right-hand side f by virtue of a proposition in [22, p. 183] and because the 
linear operator Ka in [13] has the bounded inverse K f  1. There exists a question if this conclusion 
is valid for Banach spaces and the approximate solution x~ possesses the good properties as the 
regularized solution for nonlinear ill-posed problem involving monotone operators (see [1]) has. For 
this purpose, in [9] the author constructed a regularized solution for this problem in Banach spaces 
by solving a more general approximate quation 
x + X~F~(x) = f ,  (5) 
where K~ and F, are defined as above and 0~ also is a small parameter of approximation. For every 
> 0, Eq. (5) has a unique solution x~, the sequence {x~} converges to a solution of (1) as 0~ ~ 0. 
Moreover, this solution x~, for every 0~ > 0, depends continuously on f and the finite-dimensional 
problems 
x~. + K~.F~.(x~.) = f . ,  X~n EX., (6) 
where K~. =PnK~P~ and F~. =P*F~P., have a unique solution x~. and the sequence {x~.} converges 
to x., as n--~ oo without additional conditions on F. Eqs. (5) and (6) play an important role in 
parameter. For the same reason in [8] the author considered a generation of 
for Banach space: 
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numerical computation because, in Hilbert space X, for every ~ > 0, both the operators K,, F~, K~, 
and F~, are strongly monotone at once. This is a good condition for constructing iterative methods 
to solve (5) or (6). We shall see this fact in Section 3. 
Our main aim of this paper is to establish in Section 2 convergence rate for the sequence {x~}, 
when ~ ~ 0, and to answer the question: when is 
lim x~ = x0 (7) 
~ 0  
n~oo 
and what is its convergence rate? We note here that similar issues were considered for linear ill-posed 
problems in [11, 15] and for nonlinear ill-posed problems in [12, 19, 20]. 
Below, the symbols ~ and ~ denote convergence in norm and weak convergence, respectively. 
2. Convergence rates and finite-dimensional pproximations 
In addition, we assume that F is Fr~chet differentiable in some neighbourhood of Xo such that 
I I F ' (xo) -F ' (x ) l l  ~<Zl lx0-x l l ,  Vx~a(xo,  r), Z > 0, 
where S(xo, r) is a ball with centre x0 and radius r > 0, and that the operator 1 + KF'(xo) has the 
bounded inversion ( I+KF'(x0))  -1. The last condition is equivalent to that -1  is not an eigenvalue of 
the operator KF'(x0) and is proposed in [18] for studying a method of collocation-type for nonlinear 
integral equation of Hammerstein type. 
We shall prove the following result. 
Theorem 2.1. I f  the above conditions hold, then 
IIx~ - xoll = o(~) .  
Proof. From (1) and (5) it follows that 
x~ - Xo = K(F(xo)  - F(x~)) - ct (KU(x~) ÷ VF~(x~)). 
Since (see [11]) 
F(x~) = F(xo) + F'(xo)(X~ - Xo) + r~, IIrJI ~< ½LIIx~ - xoll =, 
we have 
x~ - Xo = - ( I  + KF'(xo)) -1 (Kr~ + ~¢(KU(x~) + VF~(x~))). 
Then 
Ilx= - x011 ~< II(I + KFt(x0)) -1 II. ( l lgl lo IIr=ll + ~IIKU(xD + VF=(x=)ll). 
We obtain 
(1 - 1Zllgll°ll(I + KF'(xo)) - I l I . I Ix~ - xoll)IIx~ - Xoll 
~< a l l ( /+  KF ' (xo) )  -111. l lgU(x=) + VF=(x=)ll. 
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As [[(I+KF'(x0)) -1[[o < +c~ and x~ ~ x0. ½LIIK[]o [[(I+KF'(xo)) -1 [[°llx~ -Xoll < ½. for sufficiently 
small ~. So. 
[Ix, - Xo[[ ~< 2~[[(I + KF'(xo)) -1 I[° (([[K[[o + ~)[Ix~[[ + [[F(x,)[[). 
Therefore. 
I1~= - xol l  = o (~) .  [ ]  
Now, return to the question (7). 
Put 
~. = max{ l l ( I  - P . )x0 l l ,  I I( I* - P2)F(xo)ll), 
where I* denotes the identical operator in X*. 
Theorem 2.2. I f  ~ = ~(n) --+ 0 as n ~ c¢ such that 
~./~(n ) -~ o, 
then the sequence {x~(,),} converges to xo. 
Proof. From (1) and (6) it follows that 
x~(,), - Xo, + K~(,),F~(n),(x~(,), ) - P ,  KF(xo) = O. 
Consequently, 
x~(,), - xo, + K,F,(,),(x~(,),) - K,F~(,)n(Xo,) + ~(n)V,F~(,),(x~(,),) 
=P, KF(x0)-K,F~(,)n(Xo,). Xo, =P ,  xo. V,(x*) =P ,  VP~(x*). x* EX* .  
Acting on both the sides of this equality by the functional F,(n),(x~(,) , ) -  F,(,),(Xo,) and using the 
monotone property of K, :X* ~ X, and F,(,)n :32, ~ X* we obtain 
~(n )( V,V~(, ), (x,(,), ). F~(,), (x~(,), ) - F~(,), (Xo,)) 
<. (P ,K(F(xo)  - F,(,),(Xo, )). F,(,),(x~(,),) - F,(n),(Xo, )). 
Therefore. 
~(n)(VF~(,),(x~(,),) - VF,(,),(Xo,).F~(,),(x~(,),) - F~(,),(x0,)) 
<. (K(F(xo)  - F,(,), (Xo,)) - o~(n) VF,(,), ()Con). F~(,), (x~(,),) - F~O)n(Xo, )). (8) 
because V,(x~) = V(x*) for each x~ EX,* (see [27]). 
On the other hand. from the equalities 
F(xo ) - F~(,),(Xo, ) = (I* - P~ )F(xo ) + P* (F(xo) - F(xon)) - ot(n)U,(xo,) 
and 
F(xo) - F(xo,)  = F ' (xo)( I  - P,)xo + r, 
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with Un =P~UP.  and IIr.II ~ ½L[I(I-P.)xoll z we have 
<K(F(xo) - F~(.).(Xo.)), F~(n).(X.(n).) - F.(,,).(Xo.)) 
<~ (7.(1 + [[e*F'(xo)llo)+ Zl l ( I -  e.)x0ll2/2)[IgllollF=(.).(x=(.).) 
-F~(.)n(Xo. )ll - a(n )<gUn(xo. ), F~(.).(x~(.).  - F~(.).(Xo. ) ). 
This inequality, the properties of the dual mapping V and (8) give that 
(llF,(n).)(X0n)ll- IIF.(.).(x=(.).l[) 2 ~< ~n (l AV IIP*F'(xo)II° + ½Z~,.)IIKIIo 
x I lF=(.).(x=(.).)F~(.).(x0.) II/~(n) - (KU. (Xo.) 
- VF~(.).(Xo. ), F~(.)n(X~(.). ) - F.(.).(Xo.)). (9) 
Since F is a bounded operator, XOn ~ XO as n ~ +c~ from (9) we can see the boundedness of 
{F~(.)n(X.(.).)}. By virtue of (6) and the boundedness of K, F, V and U the sequence {x~(.).} also 
is bounded. Without loss of generality, suppose that 
X~(n) n --~ X l ,  F~( . ) . (x~( . ) . )  ~ y~,  as  n ~ oo .  
It is easy to see that 
xl + Ky~ = f .  
We shall prove y~ ----F(Xl ). Using the monotone property of Fo~(n ) we have got 
<F.(.)(x) - F.(.)(x~(.).),x - x.(.).) >>. O, Vx E X. 
As P~ = P. then 
(F.(.)(x) - F~(n) (X~(n)n) ,x> - -  (F~(.)(x),x~(.).) >>. - (F~(.).(x~(.).),x~(.).) 
= - (F~(.).(x~(.).), f .> + <F.(.).(x~(.).), K.F.(.).(X.(n).)) + ~(n)<F,(n)n(X~(n)n ), V.(F~(n).(x~(.).))). 
(10) 
The functional @% Kx*) is weakly lower semi-continuous in X*, therefore 
lim inf (F~(~)~(x~(~)~), K~F~(.)~(x~(~).)) 
= lim inf(F~(.).(x~(.).),KF~(.).(X~(n).)) >>.<y;,Ky;).  
As V.(F.( .) .(x.( .)n))= V(F.(.).(x.(.).)) the sequence {Vn(F.(.).(x.(.).))} is bounded. After passing 
n ~ +oo in (10) we obtain 
<F(x) - y[ ,x)  - (F(x) ,x,)  >. - <y; , f )  + <y~,Ky[) = -<y; ,x l ) .  
Consequently 
<F(x) -  y l ,X -X l  ) >.0, VxEX.  
By virtue of Minty's Lemma (see [27]) y~ =F(x l ) ,  i.e., xl is a solution of (1). But, Eq. (1) has a 
unique solution x0, then x, =x0 and the entire sequence {x.(.).} and sequence {F.(.).(x.(.).)} converge 
weakly to x0 and F(xo), respectively. Since ]lU.(xo.)ll <~ Cl[xo[I, and F is continuous we have 
F~(.).(Xo.) = P*F(P.xo)  + a(n)U.(xo.) ~ F(xo). 
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Then F~(.),(x~(,~) -F~(.)~(Xo,) converges weakly to 0. as n ~ oo. 
On the other hand. 
7, (1 + Ile~F'(xo)ll + ½L~.) /a(n) --~ O, 
VF~(,).(Xo.) --~ V(F(xo)). KU(xo,) --~ KU(xo). 
These facts and inequality (9) imply that 
I lF.c.).(x,).) l l - - '  IlF(x0)ll. 
The uniformly convex property of X* gives that the sequence {F~(,),(x,(,),)} converges trongly 
to F(xo). So. from (6) we can conclude that the sequence {x~(,),} converges strongly to f -KF(xo)  
= Xo. [] 
Finally, consider the question about convergence rate for the sequence {x~(,),}. 
Theorem 2.3. I f  the conditions o f  Theorem 2.2 hold and (I, + K,F'(xo)) -1 exists and is uniformly 
bounded for all n sufficiently large, where L denotes the identical operator in X,, then 
I Ix .) .  - xoll = O(a(n) ) .  
Proof. By virtue of (1), (6), 
P.KF(xo ) - K.(,,).F.(.).(x.(.).  = P,,KF(xo ) - P,,KP~ F(xo ) 
+P.KP*F(xo ) - K.(.).F~(,),(x~(.), ). 
P, KP;F(xo ) - K,(n).F,(.), (x.(,),) = K, (F(xo) - F(x~(.), )) 
-a (n )  (K.U(x.(.).) + V.(F.(.).(x.(.).))), 
F(x=(,), ) = F(xo ) - F '  (Xo )(X=(.)n - Xo ) + r~(,).. 
I Ir.).l l ~< ½Zllx.).- xoll z 
we have got 
(I. + K,F'(xo)) (x,(.). - go,) = InK  (1" - P~ ) F(xo ) 
-K ,  (F'(xo)(e. - I)xo + r.(,),) - a(n) (X,U(x,(.),) + V,(F,(.).(x.(,),))) .
Thus, 
I Ix . ) .  - xo.II 
1 ~< I1(I. + K,F'(xo))-' II.CIIKII. (~. + CIIF'(xo)ll.~,. + ~CLIIx~(.). -x0112) + O(~(n)) .  
Hence 
(1 - ½C=LIIKII.II(I. + gy(xo) )  -1 I I .Hx.~ - xoll) I I x .~  - xoll 
~< ~. (1 + c I Ig l l . l l q .  +g.F'(xo))-lll.(1 + CIIV'(xo)ll.)) + O(~(n)) .  
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Since, for sufficiently large n, I1(I~ +K,F' (xo))  -11[. < + oo, x~(,), ---+ x0 and ?,/~(n) ---> 0, as n ---+ c~ 
we obtain 
IIx~¢.>~ - xol[ = O(~(n) ) .  [] 
Remarks. (1) Theorems 2.1-2.3 remain still valid for xt~ and x,(,),, the finite-dimensional pproxi- 
mations for (3) or (4), under the same conditions. 
(2) In some cases the existence and uniform boundedness of (I, +K,F'(xo))  -1, for all sufficiently 
large n, are guaranteed by that -1  is not an eigenvalue of KF'(x0) (see [5]). 
3. Method of iteration 
To find a solution of (1), if KF is a contraction mapping, we can use method of successive 
approximation. Here, in order to consider a concrete example we present only a simple method of 
iteration obtained from the theory of nonlinear operator equations involving monotone operators. 
Let X=X*  =H be a real Hilbert space with norm and scalar product denoted by I1" II and (.,.), 
respectively. 
For two arbitrary elements u1 and v 1 in H, by constructing the sequence {u k} in the form 
~k = t~(llF(u k) - vk{{ =+ II nk + g(¢) - fl[=) -1/2, 
u k+l = u k - flk(F(u k ) -  vk), (11) 
v k+' = v k _ flk(u k +K(v  k ) -  f ) ,  
we have the following result. 
Proposition 3.1. Let K and F be bounded and monotone operators, the following conditions hold." 
<g(u)  -g (v ) ,u  - v> >>. mll lu - vii 2, 
(F(u) -F (v ) ,u  - v) >>. m2llu - vii z, 
mi > o, i = 1,2, and the sequence o f  positive numbers {tk} satisfy the condition 
oo oo 
t \0, Zt < 
k=l  k=l  
Then the sequence {u k} converges to a unique solution o f  (1). 
Proof. Indeed, consider the system of two equations F(u)  - v = 0,u + K(v) = f .  This system of 
equations can be written as an operator equation 
~-(z) = 9, (12) 
where ~-(z) = [ -v,u] + [F(u),K(v)], is a monotone operator in the Hilbert space H1 =H • H with 
the scalar product 
<Zl,Z2)I "~- <Ul,U2) "~ <131,132>, Z i=[Ui ,  l)i], ui, l ) iEn  
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and g = [0, f ] .  Denote the norm of H1 generated by the above scalar product by [[ • Ill. Obviously, 
is bounded and satisfies the condition 
(~(Z l )  - -  ~- (Z2) ,Z  1 - -Z2)  1 ~ mllzl -z21112 
with m=min(ml ,m2) ,  and u0 is a solution of (1) if and only if z0 = [uo,F(uo)] is a solution of  Eq. 
(12). We can now write the iteration procedure (11 ) in the form 
zk+l -= Zk -- tk (~(zk)  - g) / l l~(zk)  - 0}11. 
Put 
2~ := (z k - z0, z k - z0). 
It is easy to see that 
~k+l • ~'k "~- 2( zk+l -- zk, zk -- ZO) + (Z TM -- Z k, Z k+l - -  zk ) .  
From this inequality and (12) we get 
2k+, ~< )'k - 2mtk2k/l[~(z k) - gill + t2. 
Therefore, the sequence {2k} is bounded, i.e., the sequences {z k} is bounded. Then {~-(x k) -g}  is 
bounded and we can find a constant C > 0 such that 
2k+l ~< 2k -- 2tk2k/C + t 2. 
Using the recurrent relation (see [2]): if 
2k+l ~< 2k -- ek2k + zk 
with 
+o¢ +o~ 
ek = +c¢, ~ zk < + c¢, lim z~ = 0, (13) 
k--*oo ek k=l k=l 
then limk__~ 2k=O, we can conclude that the sequence {z TM } converges to zo as k --* oc. Therefore, 
the sequence {u k} converges to u0. [] 
It is not difficult to prove that if K and F are Lipschitz continuous in H with the Lipschitz constants 
L1 and L2, respectively, then ~ also is Lipschitz in H1 with the Lipschitz constant L=max(Lm,L2, 1). 
In this case, if we take flk = t such that 0 < t < 2rolL 2, then the sequence {z k} converges to Zo as 
k --~ 0¢, because the operator fa (z )=z- t (~(z ) -g )  is a contraction mapping in/-/1. So the sequence 
{u k} obtained by (11) with flk = t converges to Uo. 
4. Example 
Consider the following'integral equat ion 
/o' x(t) + k(t ,s)F(x(s))  ds =- f ( t ) ,  t E [0, 1], 
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where the functions k(t ,s)  and F( t )  are defined by 
t (1 -s )  if t - s<<,0 ,  F( t )={t  i f t~<0and i f t> l  1, 
k(t ,s)  = ~ s(1 - t) i f  s - t ~< 0, t 3 if 0 < t < 1, 
with the solution xo(t) = t(1 - t). The following numerical results were obtained with FORTRAN 
programs on an IBM 3034. We approximate X = Lz[0, 1] by the sequence of linear subspaces Xn, 
where Xn is generated by characteristic functions on a uniform grid of n + 1 points in [0,1]. 
We compute the approximate solution X~n for this problem by the iterative method (11) with 
~(n) = x/~, tk = k -15/8. The error of iteration is 0.001. It is well-known in [24] that for every n the 
projection 
n 
Pnx(t) ~- y~ x(t j )~(t) ,  
j= l  
where ~kj is a characteristic function of the interval [tj, tj+l], has the property 
I1(I - Pn)x0[ [  ---- N( I *  - -  P )F(xo)ll = O(n -1). 
Calculation results. 
n Ilxo - xonll 
04 0.500 0.043 
07 0.378 0.029 
13 0.273 0.019 
19 0.229 0.014 
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